CASE STUDY
ONEX

PROBLEM
The organization was facing problem in
conducting offline examination
Result generation was a very big
challenge.
Manual checking of the exam was a very
time consuming process
They were not sure about the accuracy
of the students' result generation as well.
Large scale of student management was
also one of the problems that were
faced by the organization.
They wanted to short list the students
for further rounds, therefore they
wanted the result generation should be
designed in such a manner that they
can shortlist the students easily on the
basis of their result..

WE OFFERED
NOT JUST OUR TIME

ONLINE EXAMINATION

QUESTION BANK
MANAGEMENT

REPORTS & ANALYTICS

We offered online examination
to the organization. Through
this multiple students can give
online exam, admin can
manage all the students and
create his/her own customized
test paper.

We also provided question
bank management through
which it will become easier to
create assessments from the
pool of questions. Question
Bank can store N number of
questions.

Through this module reports
were generated at student end
as well as the admin end. Admin
measured the candidates
performance and students can
view their performance on the
basis of different parameters.

ACCURATE RESULTS
As the examination process was online
therefore the results generated were
completely automated and there was
no manual intervention in between.
The accuracy rate drastically increased.

LESS TIME CONSUMPTION
The online examination process was less
time consuming than the traditional penpaper examination (Offline Examination).
Large number of students were managed
easily.

EASY IDENTIFICATION
There was easy identification of result,
the organization could easily shortlist
the students on the basis of their
performance.

IMPACT

RESULT

They were quite satisfied with the services, as
there was no manual intervention in the result
generation. The whole examination process
was automated and large scale student
management was very efficient. Student's
result identification, the organization can
easily shortlist the students on the basis of their
result. They still continuing to use our ONEX
for conducting their internal as well as
external examinations.

THANK YOU!

